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Striking compositions exemplified in 13 reference projects





We look with curiosity the moment we notice some new building going up somewhere. What will it look 
like? how will it fit in with its environment? What effect is the building trying to achieve? these sorts of 
questions first spring to mind. When we see the final result, some of these questions remain unanswered –  
we may not even bother asking them anymore. in this publication, we want to invite you on a brief tour 
of architecture to introduce you to wholly original projects from different sites across the globe. our 
aim is to re-ask those questions that are often neglected. What personal history lies hidden beneath the 
surface? What did the developer want? What challenges presented themselves?

the projects illustrated in this publication – implemented with the natural material rheinZinK – offer 
stimulating and unique insights: pioneering new buildings; sensitively renovated old buildings; attractive 
and eye-catching residential buildings with striking designs and materials; existing buildings that have 
been given a new lease of life.

Discover more about the positive qualities, possibilities and impressions that can be achieved with our 
natural material rheinZinK. We want to show how specific characteristics such as low-maintenance, 
durability and easy malleability affect structural quality, and how vital good and careful workmanship 
on the build side is. We‘ve spoken with people with a keen eye for detail, who‘ve poured their hearts 
into creating original buildings, and whom we honour for their craftsmanship.

take inspiration from responsibly designed architecture and the many personal experiences relating to 
the subject of titanium zinc. We hope you find our publication both pleasant and edifying.

ZinCspiration
responsible - minded architecture with an eye for detail
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When approaching landing at edmonton airport in the Canadian province of alberta, keep your eyes 
peeled while still in the clouds – if you‘re lucky, you‘ll find you‘re sitting on the right side. You‘ll know 
when you overhear hushed whisperings and murmurings on one side of the plane – the new edmonton 
international airport tower offers plenty to talk about.

the endless prairie landscapes in alberta, where wind whips across vast grasslands and cornfields, 
casting the snow into weird snowdrifts in winter, are so impressive and familiar to the edmonton-based 
architectural office Dialog that they wanted to mirror this natural spectacle in their design: undulating, 
sweeping three - dimensional bands sheathe the eight - storey, near - elliptical building. the bands are 
broken up by recessed rows of windows, which open up onto a view of the alberta landscape. located 
behind the façade, besides the tower, on a surface space of about 12,000 m², there are office rooms, 
as well as retail and restaurant areas.

eDmonton  
international airport
Wind - blown shapes
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“thE complEx gEomEtrY of thE façadE 

prESEntEd thE biggESt challEngE.”  

tYlEr WEiSgErbEr, thErmal SYStEmS

Auflösung!!!

grenzwertig!!
hier nur 
215 dpi

The starting point for 
the new building, which 
houses the tower, offices 
and public areas, was 
an ever-growing number 
of passengers.
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the Combined office tower – Cot in short – 
owes its startling impact to irregularly high and 
broad façade bands made with rheinZinK - flat-
lock tiles. the architects opted for rheinZinK - 
prepatina blue - grey, since this surface picks up on 
the play of colours found in the Canadian prairie 
landscape and fits in well with the existing ensemble 
of airport buildings. the positive characteristics of 
the materials also proved persuasive. Besides its 
low-maintenance and durability, the architects saw 

advantages in the material’s easy malleability. Just 
as the wind leaves distinct impressions in landscape, 
the intention was for each element in the complex 
façade to be unique. the shapes of the façade 
bands and the designs for the steel substructure 
were designed using a computer - aided 3-D 
model. however, the architect and developer 
did not want to rely on this alone. “to test how the 
materials can be handled, we created a sample 
section in a 1:1 scale prior to assembly on the Cot. 

We soon found out what works well and what 
needed improvement,” says tyler Weisgerber, 
from the subcontractor thermal systems. this 
paid off in every respect: the titanium zinc façade 
bands contribute to the building’s breath-taking 
appearance. “looking back, we’re proud we 
completed this outstanding project successfully,” 
concludes tyler Weisgerber.
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The cycles of airport 
operations have 
been optimised 
and conditions for 
passengers and
airport tenants have 
been improved.

project 
edmonton international airport

completion date 
2013

client
edmonton international airport, edmonton, 
alberta, Canada

architect
Dialog, edmonton, alberta, Canada 

Sheet metal contractor
thermal systems, Calgary, alberta, Canada

technical data
façade: 4,645 m2, 91 t, flat-lock tiles system,  
rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey

         projEct informationi
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The underside of the 
roof and façade inside 
surfaces are lined 
entirely in wood.
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if you play competitive sports while also pursuing life as an entrepreneur, mother and housewife, 
you’ll have a heightened need for rest and relaxation. the athlete priska trümpi-landolt, who 
lives in the town of schänis in the canton of st. Gallen, knows this all too well. the idea for a 
personal retreat on her own property came to her as she was designing a garden shed with 
her family. Why not combine storage space and a garage into a summerhouse getaway? 
her family responded enthusiastically to her original idea. after 2014, other family members 
suddenly discovered they also feel a heightened need to rest and relax, and they love to 
disappear into the small summer house.

thanks to its materiality and design vocabulary, the two-storey building – with richly contrasting 
façades made of titanium zinc and wood  –  satisfies all the demands placed on it while integrating 
elegantly and discreetly, yet remaining fully present in its surroundings. priska trümpi-landolt 
was herself personally involved in the design and construction of the unusual summerhouse. 
together with her brother, rené landolt, she runs the family business casa-technica.ch / landolt 
Gebäudetechnik, through which she realised the technically and visually elaborate rheinZinK 
façade. the structure and all its details were designed by rené landolt, discussed with the 
lady of the house as well as the seasoned tinsmith foreman, alois marty, before finally being 
drafted on paper professionally with a CaD program. for inspiration on the shape and design 
of their summerhouse, they turned to steiner and stucki, a team of architects based in schänis. 

a distinguishing feature of the two-storey structure is rheinZinK titanium zinc sheeting, which 
encloses the façades, then continues up and over the roof. the façade facing the garden is 
generously glazed. the underside and inside surfaces of the façade within the shadow of the 
cantilevered roof are lined entirely in wood.

more than funCtional
a garden shed becomes a stylish oasis of well - being

project 
summer house, pergola

completion date 
2014

client
Jost and priska trümpi-landolt,  
schänis, switzerland

architect
steiner und stucki architektengemeinschaft,
schänis, switzerland 

Sheet metal contractor
casa-technica.ch®, 
landolt Gebäudetechnik aG, 
näfels, switzerland

technical data
façade: 100 m2, horizontal panel system, 
rheinZinK-proteCt graphite-grey 

         projEct informationi
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The titanium zinc  
façade was executed 
with “glide-line” 
horizontal panels from 
casa-technica.ch® 

and a RHEINZINK-
PROTECT graphite-grey 
surface finish.

titanium zinc and wood – two materials that at first 
glance could not be more different. Yet on second 
glance, it becomes clear that a fundamental design 
element common to both materials was elaborated. 
Both the wood slats and the titanium zinc façade 
panels were oriented horizontally. the design 
was entirely executed using “glide-line” artisanal 
homemade horizontal panels from the in-house 
company in a rheinZinK-proteCt graphite-

grey surface finish. Varying widths and staggered 
butt joints were used with a shadow line reaching 
25 mm in depth and a width from 12 to 15 mm. 

rené landolt was ecstatic when he saw the flawless 
and unique workmanship, remembering the goal 
he’d set himself before the start of the project: “i’d 
wanted to use this opportunity, by adding a touch 
of refined design and in selecting the building’s 

external envelope, to express how proud we are 
of our tinsmithing profession, not to forget the 
associated competence of our company casa-
tecnica.ch.” the goal was reached and the dream 
of a place to recuperate fulfilled – sometimes it 
can be that easy.
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The artisanal,  
selfmade panels 
were manufactured 
in varying widths 
and with staggered 
butt joints.

an oaSiS of WEll-bEing 

from thE handS of a 

maStEr tinSmith, madE 

With lovE, paSSion and 

dEvotion to viSual 

dEtail.
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Fan-shaped audience 
halls for the best 
viewing and listening 
experience.

thE fan ShapE and thE 

SaWtooth-liKE roof, 

ShEathEd in rhEinZinK-

diamond tilES in  

bluE-grEY, givE thE  

building itS ExprESSivE, 

modErn looK.
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Yarm is a small, historically significant town in the north - east of england, in county north Yorkshire, located 
right along the river tees. founded at the end of the 16th century, Yarm school – today a distinguished 
private school – can also look back on a long tradition. the school compound is a listed historic site 
and with its historic buildings can also tell us many culturally important stories about architecture from 
earlier times. to expand and optimise the school’s offerings, the office of associated architects was 
commissioned to construct a multifunctional event building in the historic setting. together, the school 
administration and architects chose a path to modernity – agreeing to an interplay between old and new. 

the fan shape and sawtooth-like roof, sheathed in a blue-grey, matt-gloss surface, gives the building its 
expressive, modern look. furthermore, the location and design of the building reveal the depth of the 
architects’ understanding. “the layout of the building as a fan is derived from functional considerations. 
experience has shown that fan-shaped auditoriums offer the best visual and listening experience,” 
explains architect Barbara Bott. Daylight cascades through the skylights and the north-facing, lateral 
strip of windows, so during tests, the auditorium typically gets by without artificial lighting. 

already in the initial phase of the project, the architects planned to use a dominant material for the outer 
shell, able to wrap around the entire surface of the façade. they turned to rheinZinK, since they saw 
that titanium zinc enabled them to create a unified, but striking look, which could be preserved for many 
years to come. Blue-grey diamond-shaped tiles from the rheinZinK-patina line were selected for the 
execution, creating an effect of a sculptured surface due to the overlapping edges of the diamond tiles. 
“from a design perspective, the detailed planning presented a major challenge,” says Barbara Bott. 
“We wanted no visible fasteners, covers or covering plates.” the greatest challenge to the execution of 
the design was the fully closed head-end structure which required perfect, hand-made diamonds due 

Yarm sChool
a multi-functional event building on historic school grounds

project 
Yarm school

completion date 
2013

client
Yarm nursery & preparatory school,
Yarm, united Kingdom

architect
associated architects
Birmingham, united Kingdom

Sheet metal contractor 
nJm roofing ltd.  
Gateshead, united Kingdom

technical data 
façade: 412 m2, 4.1 t, diamond tile system, 
rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey
interior: diamond tile system,  
rheinZinK-interieur blue-grey

         projEct informationi
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Handcrafted diamond-
shaped tiles made of 
titanium zinc lend the  
new auditorium its 
distinctive character.

“Each individual diamond 

tilE WaS crEatEd uSing a 

tEmplatE and cut out on 

SitE bY hand to match thE 

gEomEtric ShapE of thE 

building and to achiEvE a 

flaWlESS SEquEncE.” barbara 

bott, aSSociatEd architEctS

to the rounded and almost 10° inwardly inclined 
façade surface. “each individual diamond was 
created using a template and cut out on site by 
hand to match the geometric shape of the building 
and to achieve a flawless sequence of tiles. the 
diamonds increasingly diminished in size towards 
the bottom. in this way, they create an optical 
illusion of a vertical pattern on an inclined rounded 
façade,” explains Barbara Bott. 

the architects followed through resolutely and 
used titanium zinc diamond tiles as wall cladding 
in the foyer. a new surface coating in rheinZinK-
interieur blue- grey ensures the long-lasting use 
of rheinZinK, especially indoors. overall, the 
materiality, colour and building typology give the 
new building an independent air, without neglecting 
dialogue with its surroundings. in recognition, the 
design received the riBa north east award 2013 –
regionally, the highest award given by the renowned 
royal institute of British architects.
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Consistent 
continuation of the 
material titanium zinc 
indoors: the wall with 
diamond tiles as an 
eye-catcher in the 
foyer.
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In the heart of Vienna:  
The former shoe factory  
today houses bright,  
clear and spacious  
apartments.
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harmonious VarietY
Dwelling in a former shoe factory

“for thE dESign, WE 

WantEd vibrant, mEtallic 

cladding in ordEr to 

picK up on thE induStrial 

charactEr on thE onE 

hand, and on thE othEr 

to prESErvE contraSt With 

thE ExiSting StocK.”  

gEorg hErbSt, architEct

it takes a lot of imagination, phantasy, sheer doggedness and even more passion to set out to acquire a 
vacant industrial building from the 1920s and to redesign it thoughtfully. the first moment developer and 
initiator Jürgen schnabl saw the old shoe factory, he was fascinated by its atmosphere and dreamed of 
dwelling and working in these gigantic, light-filled rooms in the heart of Vienna near the naschmarkt. 
however, it took a couple of years before his dream and plans finally – in 2012 – became reality. 

Cautiously, and with an eye for detail, the architects set to work. top priority was to maintain the existing 
building arrangement as much as possible and to heighten the existing historical character consistently 
and effectually. With this aim in mind, the architects divided the building into segments reflecting the 
static structures of the existing historic features. in this manner, they developed a plain, cubic building 
structure for the addition of another storey, which harmonised well with the existing industrial building 
due to its clarity and simplicity.

already in the initial phase of planning, the developer and architect agreed the façade of the existing 
historical stock needed to be refurbished with a thermal insulation system. in contrast, the addition of 
another storey should receive its own touch. “for the design, we wanted vibrant, metallic cladding 
in order to pick up on the industrial character on the one hand, and on the other to preserve contrast 
with the existing stock,” explains architect Georg herbst. the architects found that cladding made of 
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The addition of another 
storey including roof 
structures needed for 
mechanical services 
have been clad with 
RHEINZINK-Flat-lock 
Tile System in three 
different module widths.

rheinZinK titanium zinc conveyed this best. the 
final decision was for the prepatina blue-grey 
surface finish, generated with staining technique 
unique in the world: titanium zinc is given precisely 
the look it would receive anyway from natural 
weathering. thanks to the rheinZinK-flat-lock 
tile system, which was employed in three different 
width modules, the architects were able to implement 
their ideas freely. the length of the flat-lock tiles 
corresponds exactly to the floor-to-floor height. 
Window soffits and ledges are adjusted to match 
the joint alignment and each of the ceiling-high 

window elements is carried forward visually into the 
storey heights by a dark element in the façade. the 
building is completed with the same precision and 
elegance. the roof parapet was deepened on the 
flat side of the roof and the flat-lock tiles were folded 
inwards, thus letting the façade – without a visible 
parapet wall – visually reach to the sky. the owner 
and architect have demonstrated how important it 
is to create variation in buildings while achieving 
a harmonious ensemble by using rheinZinK 
cladding and by how they approached the existing 
structural fabric.
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Extending into the 
sky: The flat-roof 
side was deepened 
for the invisible roof 
parapet so the  
flat-lock tiles could 
be folded inwards.

project 
faB lofts hornbostelgasse

completion date 
2012

client
hornbostelgasse 16-18  
projektentwicklung Gmbh, Vienna, austria
mag. Jürgen schnabl, Wertinvest  
Beteiligungs- und immobilienberatungs aG, 
Vienna, austria

architekt
malek herbst architekten Zt Gmbh,  
Vienna, austria

Sheet metal contractor
Klaus Zidek Gmbh, straden, austria 

technical data
façade: 1,100 m2, 12 t, flat-lock tile system, 
rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey

         projEct informationi
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Titanium zinc with 
its vertical lines and 
protruding wooden 
windows offer a 
variegated appearance.

thE nEW fivE-StorEY building 

SEtS itSElf apart from itS 

EnvironmEnt primarilY 

through dESign, colour 

and matErialS.
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eXCeptionallY DYnamiC
a multi-family house transforms itself into a sculpture

the former military base in Gdańsk, poland, is unrecognisable. the entire area is developing in the 
course of revitalization to a part of town for emerging new residential, working and living spaces. on 
the area’s outer boundary, not far from a historic development dating back to the 19th century, a multi-
family house has been built that from afar looks rather more like a sculpture. most notable are the slanted 
façades and protruding window boxes, separated at regular intervals by balconies. the very different 
façade designs are also striking: titanium zinc meets wood, white plaster walls and glass. Behind the 
conglomeration of façade elements, we find shops located in the recessed ground floor, apartments 
are located in the floors above. 

the five-storey new building sets itself apart from its environment primarily by its design, colour and 
materials. Bedroom and kitchen are placed behind the slanting, rather closed façade. the living rooms 
look out onto balconies with generously sized windows. the developers clad the outward-tilting façade 
and the pitch roof in rheinZinK titanium zinc in the prepatina blue - grey surface finish. the double 
standing seam system was used to complete the installation of the roof. With its vertical lines, the angled 
standing seam system façade provides for a forceful, expressive appearance. the movement is broken 
up by windows, which ensure contrast with their wooden edging and offer an animated play of light 
and shadow. 

the refined façade and selection of variegated materials have given the structure its own distinct identity, 
providing for a strikingly dynamic image on the site. precisely this is what the architects wanted to achieve: 
they wanted to create a varied architecture that gives momentum to the new, vibrant neighbourhood.

project 
multi-family house Gdańsk Garnizon

completion date 
2014

client
hossa s.a., Gdańsk, poland

architect
pracownia projektowa Grupy inwestycyjnej 
hossa sa, Gdynia, poland

Sheet metal contractor
mirosaw szwaba usługi Dekarskie, 
somonino, poland

technical data
façade: 1,600 m2, 12 t,  
angled standing seam system,  
rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey
roof: 800 m2, 5 t, double standing seam 
system, rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey

         projEct informationi
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this has long been a familiar sight for the students and teachers of st. Canute’s Grammar school in 
odense: on the right the main building from the 1950s, on the left the architecturally divergent annex 
from the 1970s, in between a connecting building with the main entrance and sanitary facilities. the 
latter needed to be renovated. But the architects did not want to make things that easy for themselves. 
they saw an opportunity to generally upgrade an ensemble growing long in the tooth. “We proposed 
creating an entirely new building to the school administration, using new materials, one that both divided 
and united the main building and annex,” says architect mogens milling of C & W arkitekter. 

the new, two-storey connecting structure proves itself to be the new attraction as soon as you enter the 
courtyard and catch sight of the playful rheinZinK façade. an artful solution with a wild line pattern firmly 
sets itself apart from the usual, straight-lined zinc cladding, thus injecting some liveliness into everyday 
life of the school. the blue-grey rheinZinK façade cladding is not only visually persuasive, but also 
technically. “We opted for rheinZinK, as it requires no maintenance over its entire lifetime, and we 
were able to realise the individual line patterns without compromising weather tightness,” says mogens 

st. KnuDs Grammar sChool 
a new main entrance in accustomed surroundings 

New look with 
consequences: The 
wild façade cladding 
draws attention to itself 
and leaves a lasting 
impression.
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“for thiS projEct, Zinc WaS clEarlY a StroKE of lucK.” 

mogEnS milling, architEct

milling. “some of the school’s window bays were 
already clad with zinc, so there were no grounds 
for adding other materials to the overall impression 
of the building.”

a connection between two very different buildings 
is architecturally a major challenge. the architects 
have proven that it can succeed. they had a clear 
idea and wanted to reflect a clear message: the two 
existing buildings within the new ensemble appear 
soothingly neutral, meaning the rheinZinK 
façade achieves its effect as design element and 
contributes to the upgrading of the courtyard without 
compromising the accustomed atmosphere for 
students and teachers.

project 
st. Knuds Grammar school

completion date 
2013

client
st. Knuds Grammar school, odense, 
Denmark

architect
C & W arkitekter a/s, svendborg, Denmark

Sheet metal contractor
porsholdt a/s, Brørup, Denmark 

technical data
façade: 300 m2, 2.5 t,  
rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey

         projEct informationi
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In particular, the strong, 
red metal panels are 
powerfully expressive 
and leave an impression.

thE houSE looKS liKE a nEW 

building, but iS actuallY an 

ExiSting StructurE.
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You must look twice at the residential building in herbstein in the Vogelsberg district in hessen to recognise 
that this is not a new, but an already older structure. this effect is precisely what the owners hoped to 
achieve. they had already lived long enough in an aging, rural home. now new generations had 
come along, who made it necessary to reorganise the interior space and to build an addition. at the 
same time, the thermal insulation and energy efficiency of the building could be significantly improved. 

the opportunity to reconstruct and modernise was also used to give the entire building an individual flair. 
the new effect is based on an interplay of different materials and colours. the masonry of the existing 
building was retained and supplemented with a new thermal insulation system, whose white colour 
was meant to recall the original design. the upper storey with its new roof, which the owners clad with 
rheinZinK, has become the building’s characteristic feature. With its durability, long maintenance-
free service life and versatile processing options, titanium zinc was ideally suited to the owners plans 
for new construction. 

in particular, the strong, red rheinZinK panels are powerfully expressive and leave an impression. 
in pleasantly neutral, colourful contrast stand the new roof in rheinZinK-prepatina graphite-grey 
and the underside of the roof overhang in rheinZinK-proteCt blue-grey. the underside of the roof 
overhang not only mediates visually between the façade and roof, it also assumes an intermediate 
position technically. as on the façade, the attachments of the reveal panels have been concealed. on 
the roof itself, the installation switches to standing seam technology. a special focus of attraction is the 
fanned fluting, whose elegant folds flow together into the inner corners of the l-shaped building and 
resolutely carry forward the assembly techniques down to the last detail: not only visually, but also 
energetically and dynamically, the new residence is a win for everyone. future generations will still 
delight in the building.

refreshinG ChanGe
a new home atmosphere and attitude to life in a trusted setting

projekt 
residential house in herbstein

completion date 
2014

planning and Sheet metal contractor 
fritz Dach und fassade aus metall, sanitär, 
heizung, Klempnerei, solar, herbstein, 
Germany

technical data
façade: 130 m2, reveal panels  
made by craftsmen,  
rheinZinK-Color tile-red
roof overhang: 75 m2, reveal panels  
made by craftsmen,  
rheinZinK-proteCt blue-grey
roof: 290 m2, double standing seam system, 
rheinZinK-prepatina graphite-grey

         projEct informationi

A particular challenge: 
The corner of the building, 
which was made of one 
piece and contributes 
significantly to the closed 
view of the façade.
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Pyramid-shaped light  
domes lend the 
façade the desired 
sculptural character.
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for buildings constructed between 1950 and 1970, the first thought is often demolition, even though 
retrofitting or remodelling could prove very reasonable. the somewhat long in the tooth Karl-heinz- 
Klein sports hall in heiligenhaus belongs to this category of existing stock. simply demolishing the 
building and planning a new one was not an option for the owners. With courage and farsightedness, 
they showed another approach is also possible. together with the architect ute piroeth, they adapted 
the gym architecturally and technically to meet the needs of the present. 

something crucial characterises this building: it is part of an ensemble. But there is more. it is the first 
building in a growing sports hall complex and closely interlocked with the later extensions – a large 
hall and ancillary buildings from the 1970s. the decision against demolition and in favour of a carefully 
considered handling of existing structures, architectural history and memory offers one correct and 
important contribution to dealing with an existing architectural fabric. surrounded by buildings sharing 
a flat roof, the tiny gymnasium with its double pitch roof is immediately conspicuous. “it looked to me 
like an inserted sculpture,” says architect ute piroeth, recalling her first site visit. the design idea was 
quickly settled on: roof and façade should be connected by a common structure and the sculptural 
character of the small gymnasium accentuated with an off-beat façade design. 

in the search for the right material, certain criteria needed to be considered. manufacturing and resulting 
costs played an important role. furthermore, appropriate protection against vandalism and impact 
resistance was necessary. equally important was that the material fit in with the historic slate façades 
already present. after a thorough review of different façade constructions, the choice fell on titanium 
zinc from rheinZinK in the prepatina blue - grey surface finish. Both façades and roof were clad with 
square tiles. pyramid-shaped light domes, reminiscent of glittering gemstones, appear in between in a 
grid, lending the façade a desired sculptural character. the uniform appearance and exact processing of 
the titanium zinc surface have conferred a new, expressive quality to the once non-descript gymnasium, 
enticing users and visitors to look again at the entire ensemble.

Demolition or renoVation?
a gym that has seen better days is given a new lease on life

project 
renovation of the Karl-heinz-Klein sports 
Centre

completion date 
2013

client
City of heiligenhaus, Germany

architect
ute piroeth architektur, Cologne, Germany

Sheet metal contractor
t. sobireg, Wuppertal, Germany

technical data
façade: 200 m2, 1.4 t, square tile system,  
rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey
roof: 400 m2, 2.6 t, square tile system, 
rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey

         projEct informationi
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the tecoba company's new site manager office is a welcome example of how solid construction in prosaic 
industrial parks can be architecturally designed so as to leave a lasting impression, while upgrading 
the surrounding buildings and areas. the main attraction: the round shape of the building mirrors the 
company’s activities as consulting engineers and service providers for pipeline construction. 

the new premises with office units, crew quarters and dressing rooms comprise 300 m2 and are completely 
enclosed by a round rheinZinK façade. unusual portholes and striking dormer windows lend expressive 
variety to the structure. “We invested a lot of time with the architect and the technical consultants from 
rheinZinK to develop viable details for exciting architecture,” says mathias Dörr, who accompanied 
and executed the entire planning process. it paid off. the visibly qualitative, refined details and division 
of the façade surface are very important to the technical and architectural success of the building. in the 
vertical direction, the titanium zinc cladding in the double standing seam system is divided up into three 
sections. around 7 m long, the elements – reaching from the building foundation to the dormer top edge 
– arrived to the construction site ready-cut and already bent. the third element is the roof, which is hardly 
noticeable visually, so that the apparently seamless circular shape supports the association with a pipe.

a memoraBle siGht
a building designed to reflect the company
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project
Construction of a new site manager office 
with crew quarters for tecoba Gmbh (technik 
Consult Baden)

completion date 
2014

client
tecoba Gmbh, teningen, Germany

architect
architekt Dipl.-ing. sebastian Kummer, 
Waldkirch-Buchholz, Germany

Sheet metal contractor
mathias Dörr Gmbh Baublechnerei, 
teningen-nimburg, Germany

technical data
façade: 195 m2, 4.5 t, angled and  
double standing seam system,  
rheinZinK-prepatina graphite-grey

         projEct informationi
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One of a kind: The 
slanting roof and 
façade surfaces also 
generate interesting 
spaces in the interior.
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the new family house on the corner of a steep property on the outskirts of Bratislava catches your eye 
as soon as you see the shape and materials. “it is meant to be a modern, minimalist house which does 
not appear trendy, but elegant. that was important to us,” say the architects. the basis of planning 
was the desire of the owners to use sustainable and durable materials that have an impressive effect. 
in addition, the house should permit excellent views, but be protected on the outside from onlookers.

the result is a building encased in metal, underneath which a wood panelled base is shoved that faces 
the garden. While the street-facing façade was deliberately kept closed and provided with only the most 
necessary openings, the garden side opens up with large-surfaced rows of windows. the striking effect 
of the slanting roof and façade surfaces is mainly due to the titanium zinc from rheinZinK, which was 
implemented in the prepatina graphite-grey surface finish. in combination with the base level clad in 
wood, the family house took on a varied, dynamic character, which is also reflected in the interiors. the 
layout is clear and functional. unneeded rooms, decorations and superfluous elements were dispensed 
with; instead, everything is perfectly proportioned and sized. overall, a dwelling has been created that 
elegantly blends into its surroundings while expertly contrasting form and material.

ViBrant, moDern, easY to maintain
a single - family home combines elegance with sustainability

project 
single-family house, Brusnicová

completion date 
2014

client
maViG a.s., Bratislava, slovakia

architect
spDe architekti, Bratislava, slovakia 
Štefan lichvár, mária lichvárová, michal  
petráš, alexander schleicher, petra 
macháčová, ivana tribusová

Sheet metal contractor
Karol Cigánek, Bratislava, slovakia

technical data
façade: 210 m2, 1.6 t, angled standing seam 
system, rheinZinK-prepatina graphite-grey
roof: 195 m2, 1.5 t, double standing seam 
system, rheinZinK-prepatina graphite-grey

         projEct informationi
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Two impressions: a kind  
of spider web on the  
north side, extensive  
glazing on the south side.
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still today, nostalgic feelings may well up in one or the other visitor when viewing the hollywood house. 
not much of the interior recalls former times, when the small theatre from the 19th century with the grand 
name “hollywood” was the main hub for many lovers of culture. later, it served as a cinema for many 
years. the last curtain fell at beginning of the new millennium. 

following the closure of the famous cinema, a project developer succeeded in turning an ambitious 
vision into reality. the hollywood house was renovated and converted while its historical character 
was retained. Where earlier there was a stage, an auditorium and rehearsal rooms, today there are 
shops and apartments. the real attraction, however, is the new building that was attached directly to 
the old structure in 2014. the new residential building, with its distinctive, irregular window shapes, 
has become the new focal point in turin’s old city centre. the motto of the project developer was to 
combine unusual architecture with technology innovatively and to provide architectural added value 
to the surrounding area.

the architects had a clear picture in mind for the northern façade: a kind of spider web that drapes 
itself over the building. they designed the façade to form a mix of closed and open areas, which are 
composed of irregular elements of various shapes and sizes. from the start, the architects were certain 
they would use titanium zinc for the ambitious and original façade. they turned to rheinZinK to inform 
themselves about design options related to environmental friendliness, durability, low maintenance 
and aesthetics. although already convinced by the conversation, they still had a roughly 4 m wide 

the name liVes on
the hollywood house blends historic architectural traditions with uncommon architecture

Two impressions: a kind  
of spider web on the  
north side, extensive  
glazing on the south side.

project 
multi-family residence Casa hollywood

completion date 
2014

client
De-Ga s.p.a., turin, italy

architect
arch. luciano pia, arch. silvio ferrero,  
arch. Giovanna furbatto, turin, italy

Sheet metal contractor
Gigante Giovanni, turin, italy

technical data
façade: 1,200 m2, 9 t,  
flat-lock tile system (irregular format),  
rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey

         projEct informationi
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A rare look: 
no one window 
like the other.

façade template made on which they could test the 
many-shaped, irregular forms and window soffits. 
evidently, their suspicion the material was the 
only one possible was confirmed. While the north 
façade was kept closed as much as possible, things 
look entirely different on the other side. the south 
façade features large-scale double glazing, which 
ensures light-filled interiors while preventing noise 
and guaranteeing the rooms require less heating. 
Combined with the well-insulated north façade, the 

controlled ventilation system with heat recovery, 
the solar thermal system for hot water production 
and rainwater exploitation for the green terraces, 
the house has an average energy requirement 
of less than 30 kWh/m2 per year. With cautious 
renovation and conversion of the former cinema, 
the elaborate design of the rheinZinK façade, 
and the holistic, innovative building concept, the 
“hollywood house”  has been expertly adapted 
to the present day.
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Irregular, varying 
RHEINZINK-Flat-lock 
Tiles stretch around the 
building and up into 
the living quarters.

both can bE donE: thE 

hollYWood houSE haS 

bEEn SKilfullY adaptEd 

to thE prESEnt daY. at thE 

SamE timE, thE hiStorY of 

thE formEr thEatrE haS 

bEEn prESErvEd.
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finally your own property, the dream of your own house within reach. should it have a flat roof, a gable 
roof, or perhaps a pitch roof after all? or a little of everything? ideas and desires can be boundless. if 
it were not for the many building codes. a family in the Czech republic also experienced this situation. 
But instead of complaining, they took it in stride and made the best of it. they found their ideal partners 
in the architecture firm atelier mudruňka and the company Klempo topinka. 

their house stands in a row of single-family homes in the municipality of srch. Cubage, so roof pitch and 
ridge height were prescribed. “We need to compromise in planning the exterior design,” the architect 
warned the owners. they chose a simple, solid, reduced form for the new building – responding to the 
environmental conditions, but without conforming to them. in a light and unassuming manner, they broke 
up the basic rectangular block’s basic shape with a gable roof, thereby giving the single-family house 
an unmistakable expression. the architects designed four structures that could be merged together. the 
most important feature of the design are two houses with pitch roof, which they combined with a recessed 
cube. a single - storey building arose cross-wise to one half. one half of the house as well as the inserted 
cube, which are fully clad in rheinZinK titanium zinc, immediately catch the eye. for contrast, the other 
half and the single - storey building are deliberately kept white. 

“our experiences with the titanium zinc from rheinZinK have been very good. We were especially 
persuaded by the material because of its unique surface, which fits well with a modern design and conveys 
a noble quality. on top of that, it is a high - grade material with lifetime no maintenance,” says architect 
pavel mudruňka. he has also infected his owner - clients with his penchant for rheinZinK. “i’d looked 
with my wife at various façades that were covered with titanium zinc. the unusual appearance captivated 

not Just a Compromise
two houses are joined together

project 
residential house near pardubice 

completion date 
2014

client
Zdeňka family, Czech republic

architect
atelier mudruňka, ing. arch. pavel mudruňka, 
pardubice, Czech republic

Sheet metal contractor
Klempo topinka, Jimramov, Czech republic

technical data
façade: 118 m2, 1.0 t, reveal panel system, 
rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey
roof: 130 m2, 0.8 t, double standing seam 
system, rheinZinK-prepatina blue-grey
other surfaces: 96 m2, 0.5 t

         projEct informationi

In a light manner, 
the basic shape of 
a rectangular block 
was broken up with a 
gable roof.
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“WE WErE ESpEciallY pErSuadEd bY titanium Zinc bEcauSE of itS uniquE  

SurfacE, Which fitS WEll With a modErn dESign and convEYS a noblE qualitY.”  

pavEl mudruňKa, architEct

Two houses with 
a pitch roof are 
connected with a 
recessed cube.
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The RHEINZINK façade 
gives the single-family 
house an unmistakable 
appearance.

us immediately. i’ve not yet seen anything like it in 
our neighbourhood. that makes us very happy,” 
says the owner. pavel topinka ensured the visual 
success. he continues to be enthusiastic: “as a 
craftsman, i appreciate rheinZinK titanium zinc 
particularly because of its high workability. since 
the material has a lifetime of at least 80 years, i 
know i can show my grandchildren one day what 
i did as a young man. they should see the skilled 
workmanship and learn to appreciate it.“ 

the clever partial application of the rheinZinK 
façade in a reveal panel and double standing seam 
system, as well as the varied, artistic form do not 
allow the house to work at all like the compromise 
the architects originally assumed. it appears the 
building codes acted rather as inspiration and 
decisively contributed to the success of the single-
family house.

“aS a craftSman, i apprEciatE 

rhEinZinK titanium Zinc 

particularlY bEcauSE of itS 

high WorKabilitY.” pavEl 

topinKa, KlEmpo topinKa
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When a unique opportunity presents itself, you must seize it. this is also what master plumber Wolfgang 
huber from Kisslegg im allgäu thought to himself. a few years ago, he was offered a chance to take 
over the facilities of a plumber’s workshop, untouched since 1959, but completely preserved. that was 
the spark of a passionate idea. the now almost historic tools and materials he found there gave him the 
impetus to establish his own workshop for ornamental decoration and historic preservation, expanding 
on Wolfgang huber’s previous working space, which was dedicated to cladding modern roofs and 
façades. that did not satisfy him. he imagined yet another storey on the former stables built in 1900, 
which he would use for art exhibitions, cultural events, seminars and get-togethers with colleagues. this 
is where his dream might finally be fulfilled: in particular, to inspire young people to take up the craft and 
to conduct public relations for the profession of plumber. 

Determined and passionate, Wolfgang huber took action. to proceed with the addition of another 
storey, he first needed to upgrade the foundations and walls of the old stables. a new base storey with 
a generous height of 2.90 m was reached with a new ring girder. the upper storey was created using 
a timber frame construction with an 11 x 19 m large exhibition area without support columns, and from 
which only an office and a meeting room are separated. light strips integrated into the roof provide for 
optimal illumination of the exhibition. as far as the material and colour of the new façade were concerned, 

Craft meets art
the addition of a modern storey to former stables
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hiStorical plumbEr’S 

WorKShop in thE hiStoric 

baSE StorEY – art ExhibitionS 

in thE modErn uppEr StorEY.

The inner wall clad 
in titanium zinc has 
become part of the 
exhibition.
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“Each rESpEctivE uppEr diamond-ShapEd tilE mEShES With a fold-bacK  

in thE forWard fold of thE roW bEloW, crEating a diStinctivE tExturE.” 

Wolfgang hubEr, oWnEr

Wolfgang huber’s vision was to create a contrast 
to the historic masonry. he found the ideal solution 
in rheinZinK titanium zinc. on his own, he made 
the façade with artisanal self - made parts in the 
prepatina graphite  -  grey surface finish. he covered 
the front and both side walls with diamond tiles, 
completing the rear – with its two glazed workrooms 
– in individually folded panels laid out in modular 
lapped cladding. he did not make it easy for himself 
here. he chose a special layout method, which 
produces a different- looking, three - dimensional 
view from every angle, and casts distinctive shadows 

depending on the position of the sun. Wolfgang 
huber manufactured and treated a total of 2,500 
diamond tiles with a coverage of 380 mm in height 
and 500 mm in width. as if that were not enough, 
he introduced yet another unique accent into the 
new exhibition area. the rheinZinK wall panelling 
is an artistic design element and thus becomes the 
unifying element between inside and outside. a 
successful composition that combines modernity 
and history, which regularly attracts interested 
visitors with its original design language.
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project 
Workshop and exhibition Kisslegg

completion date 
2014

client, planning and Execution
flaschnerei Wolfgang huber, Kisslegg, 
Germany

technical data
façade: 285 m2, 4.4 t,  
diamond tiles und individually folded panels,  
rheinZinK-prepatina graphite-grey

         projEct informationi

Light strips integrated 
into the roof provide for 
optimal illumination of 
the exhibition.
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